GTherm Comprehensive Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) System
A Process Innovation that Increases Recovery Using Cost-Effective Integrated EOR Processes
GTherm Overview:







GTherm patented and patent pending thermal technology improves the efficiency of harvesting proven oil in place and
makes the extraction of stranded crude oil (heavy or light) profitable and environmentally sound.
Oil extraction rate of an operating well is dependent on its viscosity and the permeability of the reservoir. GTherm
technology lowers oil viscosity making crude easier to extract (makes the oil “smaller” rather than the cracks larger).
Intellectual property, including trade secrets, patents and patents pending filed worldwide, protects the GTherm
Comprehensive EOR System.
GTherm estimated extraction rates are significantly greater than legacy EOR processes. The system can be used on
original or depleted PUD fields where primary/secondary lifts leaves 70% to 80% oil in place.
Revenue generated from the lift of the first GTherm modules fund additional modules throughout the production area.
Goal: extract >40% of the proven oil in place (3-4 times that of legacy EOR processes).

Innovation Process: Volumetric Thermal Recovery of Stranded Oil Utilizing Proven EOR Processes






Heat source: use gas and/or oil from the field to generate the thermal energy utilized in the GTherm process. The
closed loop proprietary thermal system uses gas normally flared and/or crude oil as the fuel source. Emissions from
the burning fuel (which other systems emit to the atmosphere), GTherm mixes with the separated brine and injects
into the oil and gas reservoir lowering viscosity, creating directional mobility of the oil, and maintaining reservoir
pressure. The sequestration of all the emissions qualifies the company for the US carbon sequestration tax credits.
o Thermal energy lowers viscosity, breaks the interfacial oil tension, breaks the surface tension of brine, and
reduces the rock pore restrictive capillary effect. This innovative process transforms the viscosity of heavy and
light crude oil to a viscosity less than water. The lower viscosity oil when directionally pressured will flow
through capillary cracks (as small as two human hairs) in the rock to the producing wells.
o The system volumetrically processes the reservoir.
Heated CO₂ and N₂: create miscibility, lower viscosity, oil and gas directional mobility and maintain reservoir
pressure.
Heated brine: lower viscosity, create oil & gas directional mobility and maintain reservoir pressure.
Directional pressure waves: pulse the injection wells and producing wells creating directional push-pull pressure.
Standing waves constructively merge several times in the reservoir doubling their amplitudes. Pressure waves help
break the surface tensions of the fluids (interfacial tensions) and allow lower viscosity fluids to directionally flow to the
producing wells.
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GTherm “EOR Proprietary System:













Oil, gas and water flows through slotted liner and is pumped to surface by a submersible pump.
Water is separated from oil.
Water from the oil producing wells is heated and pumped back into reservoir.
Gas is transferred to the Green Boiler and burned to create heat. The exhaust from burning the gas is scrubbed
and the CO 2 is returned to a heat exchanger/mixer for injecting into the oil reservoir.
Injected water and CO 2 along with expansion caused by the heat supports reservoir pressure.
The oil production well is pulsed creating the first pressure wave in the reservoir. The pulsing is created by using a
submersible pump and/or with a transducer. The starting low frequency is calculated using the specific geology
of the site.
Once a starting frequency is selected, the frequency should be increased and/or decreased by a Control System
until the maximum oil and gas flow is achieved. More than one frequency can be used. The pressure pulses
create pressure waves in the oil and gas reservoir.
One or more of the injection wells is pulsed creating a pressure wave in the reservoir. The pulsing is created
with the submersible pump and/or with a transducer. The frequency (frequencies if more than one is used) of the
wave should match the frequency of the oil and gas production well. The timing of the creation of the pressure
wave is timed by the Control System so that constructive wave interference is achieved. The constructive wave
interference increases the amplitude and distance of the wave influence in the reservoir.
The Control System constantly monitors the pressure wave system and adjusts the frequency
(frequencies) and amplitudes of the pressure waves in order to maximize extraction.

Environmental Benefits:


Eliminate greenhouse gases (GHGs) from flaring and venting with CO₂ sequestration. While fracturing is not
required, the GTherm System can enhance the efficiency of fractured wells. The GTherm System allows the
volumetric oil in place to flow to the producing wells. The innovative process is implemented modularly per Section
(“Section” = 640 acres or one square mile) in ‘greenfield’ and/or depleted PUD fields.

Electricity Generation Option: Clean, Low Cost, Base Load:





Each oil field Section can produce up to 15 MW of base load electricity while sequestering 100% of the generated
CO2.
All emissions are sequestered generating tax credits.
Cost of fuel (gas + crude oil) is kept extremely low by eliminating the cost of transportation, margins and refining.
Electricity can be generated for all oil field operations.

Financial Benefits:








Increased profits (higher extraction rates).
Increased assets (normally stranded oil).
Increased return on capital: well life produces multiples of the recovered barrels compared to the legacy approaches.
Increased reservoir life: volumetrically processing the oil reservoir allows for extraction of more oil over a longer time
period.
US IRS Carbon Dioxide Sequestration Credit (IRS Form 8933.)
Additional revenue potential from electricity sales.

GTherm Business Model Options:





Acquire the WI of an oil field, implement the GTherm EOR system, extract the proven OIP, and sell the oil.
Create a joint venture (JV) with an oil field owner, implement the GTherm EOR system, extract the proven OIP, and
sell the oil.
Create a JV with an oil company, implement the GTherm EOR system, increase reserves and production rates, and
participate in the oil revenues.
License the GTherm EOR system to an oil company, increase reserves and production rates, and participate in the oil
revenues.

Additional Information:
sales@gtherm.net
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